Berhampore Village Upgrade

Themes - change vs preserve

Drop-in Session 23 March 2018, Berhampore
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Berhampore Village Upgrade

Themes - overall

Drop-in Session 23 March 2018, Berhampore

35% of comments were about
a pleasant village area
where people come first

18% of comments were about
more community space
for community activities
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Other
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“Please get better plans
for future consultation.
The mapping principle
is…”
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“could this money be
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“survey on how ppl get
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foot?”
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Berhampore village-specific feedback
Adelaide Road - 20
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Project scope
Improve safety comments
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Pleasant and peoplecentric comments
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comments
Allowing for cars comments
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Britomart, Stanley, & Chilka Streets - 17
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1. Narrow road, people speed through —
very unsafe for bikes and pedestrians
2. Convert space by empty building to
parking
3. Preserve right turn onto Britomart Street
4. Put a veggie garden by 500 Adelaide
Road

5. Stop rat running - Entire street needs a
lot of traffic calming and increased safety
for kids
6. Revitalise space at bottom of Chilka
Street

Luxford Street - 16
17

6

7. Fix traffic light phasing at Adelaide x Luxford
intersection for pedestrian safety
8. Luxford x Rintoul intersection very
dangerous for pedestrians, and the right turn is
terrible, no sight lines
9. Beautify the street

Rintoul Street - 15
10. Bus stop in wrong place
11. Traffic flow slow because of parked
cars
12. Street light in wrong place
13. The parking works well here

Herald Street - 5
14. Could put angle parking here
15. Herald x Rintoul intsersection very
dangerous
Palm Grove - 1

16. Light the way to Stanley Street,
dark at night
Stirling Street - 1

17. Could put angle parking here

